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Abstract

Patterns of heterogeneous genomic differentiation have been well documented

between closely related species, with some highly differentiated genomic regions

(“genomic differentiation islands”) spread throughout the genome. Differential levels

of gene flow are proposed to account for this pattern, as genomic differentiation

islands are suggested to be resistant to gene flow. Recent studies have also sug-

gested that genomic differentiation islands could be explained by linked selection

acting on genomic regions with low recombination rates. Here, we investigate geno-

mic differentiation and gene-flow patterns for autosomes using RAD-seq data

between two closely related species of long-tailed tits (Aegithalos bonvaloti and

A. fuliginosus) in both allopatric and contact zone populations. The results confirm

recent or ongoing gene flow between these two species. However, there is little

evidence that the genomic regions that were found to be highly differentiated

between the contact zone populations are resistant to gene flow, suggesting that

differential levels of gene flow is not the cause of the heterogeneous genomic dif-

ferentiation. Linked selection may be the cause of genomic differentiation islands

between the allopatric populations with no or very limited gene flow, but this could

not account for the heterogeneous genomic differentiation between the contact

zone populations, which show evidence of recent or ongoing gene flow.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The evolution of genetic barriers to gene flow plays a critical role dur-

ing the speciation process (Coyne & Orr, 2004). Genes involved in

reproductive isolation have been suggested to be resistant to gene

flow and are thus important in the process of divergence between

incipient species (Wu, 2001). The advent of next-generation sequenc-

ing technologies makes it possible to characterize patterns of genetic

differentiation across genomes between closely related species that

are still at the early stages of the speciation process. The landscape of

genomic differentiation has been investigated between closely related

species, subspecies or even ecomorphs. These studies have discovered

highly differentiated genomic regions (“genomic differentiation

islands”) that are spread across the genome (Carneiro et al., 2014;
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Ellegren et al., 2012; Harr, 2006; Jones et al., 2012; Lawniczak et al.,

2010; Malinsky et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2013; Poelstra et al., 2014;

Renaut et al., 2013; Turner, Hahn, & Nuzhdin, 2005). To date, most

studies have found that genomic differentiation islands are highly

heterogeneous across chromosomes and are relatively concentrated in

regions with low recombination rates and reduced levels of intraspeci-

fic diversity (Nachman & Payseur, 2012; Roesti, Hendry, Salzburger, &

Berner, 2012; Tine et al., 2014). Differential levels of gene flow have

been proposed to play a significant role in shaping the landscape of

heterogeneous genomic differentiation (Nosil, Funk, & Ortiz-Barrien-

tos, 2009; Turner, Hahn, & Nuzhdin, 2005; Wu, 2001). Genomic dif-

ferentiation islands have been suggested to be shielded from gene

flow, thereby contributing to the evolution of reproductive isolation in

the face of gene flow (Feder, Egan, & Nosil, 2012; Feder & Nosil,

2010; Flaxman, Feder, & Nosil, 2013; Nosil, 2008; Via, 2012).

The cause of the formation of heterogeneous genomic differentia-

tion and the role of genomic differentiation islands in driving specia-

tion have been debated (Cruickshank & Hahn, 2014; Noor & Bennett,

2009; Payseur & Rieseberg, 2016; Pennisi, 2014; Turner & Hahn,

2010). Although genomic differentiation islands were originally

regarded as “speciation islands” (Turner et al., 2005), this interpreta-

tion has been contradicted by some recent studies. For example,

Clarkson et al. (2014) found that even an extremely prominent geno-

mic differentiation island in Anopheles was independent of reproduc-

tive isolation. Moreover, migration-linked genes that are considered to

be involved in reproductive isolation are mainly distributed outside of

genomic differentiation islands in two subspecies of Swainson’s

Thrush (Catharus ustulatus) with different migration routes (Ruegg,

Anderson, Boone, Pouls, & Smith, 2014). Instead of genomic differen-

tiation islands being caused by shielding from gene flow, there is

amounting evidence that heterogeneous genomic differentiation

landscapes may be inherently driven by linked selection, that is

background selection and selective sweeps affecting linked neutral loci

at genomic regions with reduced recombination rates (Burri et al.,

2015; Delmore et al., 2015; Vijay et al., 2016), rather than by reduced

gene flow in these highly differentiated genomic regions (Cruickshank

& Hahn, 2014).

The Black-browed Tit (Aegithalos bonvaloti) and Sooty Tit (A. fuligi-

nosus) are two closely related long-tailed tit species occurring in East

Asia. Their distribution ranges are mostly allopatric, although they

meet in a rather narrow contact zone in central China (Figure 1). As

resident forest birds, A. bonvaloti is distributed in high altitude habitats

ranging from 1,500 to 4,400 m, whereas A. fuliginosus inhabits rela-

tively lower altitudes ranging from 1,000 to 2,600 m (del Hoyo, Elliott,

& Christie, 2008). Although these two species are believed to have

diverged from each other as recently as ~0.2 million years ago (P€ack-

ert, Martens, & Sun, 2010; P€ackert et al., 2012), the colours of their

plumages are quite different (Figure 1). A recent study, based on two

mitochondrial and six nuclear markers, found virtually no mitochon-

drial divergence between the two species, and ascribed this to past

hybridization in combination with a selective sweep and/or genetic

drift (Wang et al., 2014). The same study also found evidence of unidi-

rectional mitochondrial introgression, from A. fuliginosus to A. bonval-

oti, but much lower or negligible nuclear gene flow.

In this study, we examined genomic differentiation and gene-

flow patterns between these two species based on RAD-seq data

and a larger number of samples from the contact zone compared to

Wang et al. (2014). Primarily, we asked the following questions: (i) Is

there any evidence of nuclear gene flow between the two species,

in contrast to the previous suggestions of low or negligible nuclear

gene flow? (ii) If so, are highly differentiated genomic regions

resistant to gene flow? (iii) Is linked selection the main cause of

heterogeneous genomic differentiation?

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Sampling and DNA extraction

We sampled a total of 36 individuals from eight localities, including

21 individuals of A. bonvaloti (10 from the allopatric zones and 11

Bay of Bengal South China Sea
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F IGURE 1 Geographical distribution of
Aegithalos bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus with
DNA sampling localities. The solid and
dashed lines indicate the distribution
ranges of A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus,
respectively. The overlapping region
represents the contact zone. The circles
and triangles indicate the sampling
localities of A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus,
respectively, with the numbers
representing sample sizes [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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from the contact zone) and 15 individuals of A. fuliginosus (10 from

the allopatric zones and five from the contact zone) (Figure 1;

Table S1). We sampled one individual of A. caudatus as an out-group

(Table S1). Muscle tissue was preserved in 100% ethanol and then

stored at �80°C. Muscle tissue samples were collected along with

specimens for the National Zoological Museum, Institute of Zoology,

Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing. The collection work con-

formed to the National Wildlife Conservation Law with permission

from the Forestry Department of China. No experiments using live

animals were carried out. Total genomic DNA was extracted from

muscle tissue using the Tissue/Cell Genomic DNA Extraction Kit

(Aidlab Biotechnologies Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) according to the

manufacturer’s protocol.

2.2 | RAD-seq procedures and bioinformatics
analysis

RAD libraries were prepared according to the protocol described by

Baird et al. (2008). We used the restriction enzyme EcoRI to digest

DNA samples and selected DNA fragments with a sequence length

ranging from 200 to 400 bp for library construction. All prepared

libraries were sequenced using Illumina HiSeq2500 with a paired-

end read length of 125 bp on two lanes. Raw reads were first pro-

cessed to remove adapter sequences, low-quality reads (those with

over 50% of bases having Phred quality scores less than 5) and poly-

N reads (those with ≥10% unidentified nucleotides) using in-house

scripts. Library preparation, NGS sequencing and processing of raw

reads were conducted by the Novogene Bioinformatics Institute (Bei-

jing, China).

Because reference sequences were not available for A. bonvaloti

and A. fuliginosus, we assembled the genome sequences of the A. bon-

valoti sample with the greatest number of reads as the reference gen-

ome (pseudo-reference genome, PRG, Rheindt, Fujita, Wilton, &

Edwards, 2014) using VELVET 1.2.10 (Zerbino & Birney, 2008). We also

assembled a PRG of an A. fuliginosus sample using the same standard

to reduce the putative bias if only one focal species was used as a ref-

erence. All reads were aligned to the PRG using BWA 0.7.12 (Li & Dur-

bin, 2009), and variants were called using SAMtools 0.1.19 (Li et al.,

2009) using the “mpileup” module for all 37 samples with the settings

“mpileup -g -u -S –D.” PCR duplicates were removed before variant

calling using SAMtools 0.1.19 with the “rmdup” command. SNPs were

filtered using VCFtools 0.1.12b (Danecek et al., 2011) and bcftools (Li

et al., 2009) according to the following criteria: (i) quality value ≥30; (ii)

only bi-allelic SNPs were retained; (iii) genotype depth ranged from 2

to 1,000; (iv) SNPs with ≥7 genotypes out of the 10 or 11 samples from

the allopatric and contact zone populations of A. bonvaloti and the allo-

patric population of A. fuliginosus, and SNPs with ≥4 genotypes of the

five samples from the contact zone population of A. fuliginosus; (v)

homogeneous SNPs throughout all A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus sam-

ples were filtered out to remove SNPs between the out-group species

and the two focal species.

Except for local inversions and rearrangements, the conserved

chromosomal synteny of birds (Backstr€om et al., 2008; Ellegren,

2010) allows the mapping of sequences to the genomes of other

avian species (Rheindt et al., 2014; Ruegg et al., 2014). We mapped

contigs from the PRG to the genome sequences of the Great Tit

(Parus major) (Laine et al., 2016) using BLAST+ 2.2.26. As four of five

individuals of A. fuliginosus in the contact zone were females

(Table S1), which have heterozygous sex chromosomes (ZW), we

only consider autosomes in this study. To reduce possible mis-

matches, we used only contigs that had a single hit with an e-value

<10�40.

2.3 | Phylogenetic and population structure analysis

Concatenated SNPs were used to infer maximum-likelihood (ML)

trees in RAxML 8.1 (Stamatakis, 2014). The ASC_GTRGAMMA

model (rate heterogeneity with ascertainment bias correction for

SNP data), as recommended by the manual, was used to estimate

the ML tree for all 36 A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus and separately

for the 20 allopatric individuals; 100-bootstrap replicates were used,

and A. caudatus was set as the out-group taxon. Because ascertain-

ment bias correction of RAxML treated some SNPs as invariant (see

the RAxML v8.2.X manual, pages 27–28), two subsets were gener-

ated for constructing the two trees after discarding unqualified

SNPs.

We used FRAPPE 1.1 (Tang, Peng, Wang, & Risch, 2005) to analyse

the population structure of these two species with a K value setting

ranging from 2 to 4, and a maximum of 10,000 iterations. We only

retained one SNP per contig for FRAPPE analysis. Principal compo-

nent analysis (PCA) was performed using GCTA 1.24 (Yang, Lee,

Goddard, & Visscher, 2011), and we also performed multidimensional

scaling (MDS) as implemented in PLINK 1.9 (Purcell et al., 2007) using

the same data set.

2.4 | Estimation of population genomic parameters

We calculated FST (fixation index) and Tajima’s D using VCFtools

0.1.12b (Danecek et al., 2011), and DXY (interpopulation/-species

nucleotide divergence) and p (intrapopulation/species nucleotide

diversity) were estimated using the Python script egglib_sliding_win-

dows.py (https://github.com/johnomics; Martin, Davey, & Jiggins,

2015). All parameters were calculated using a 100 kb nonoverlap-

ping sliding-window approach along each of the chromosomes. We

also performed a 200 kb nonoverlapping sliding-window analysis to

avoid the putative bias introduced by a single window size. Windows

of 100 kb with fewer than 10 variants were removed, as were win-

dows of 200 kb with fewer than 20 variants. We calculated FST and

DXY between the allopatric populations of A. bonvaloti and A. fuligi-

nosus, as well as between the contact zone populations of these two

species. The mean FST values produced by VCFtools were used in

this analysis, and negative FST values were converted to zero.

Tajima’s D and p were calculated for each of the four populations.

We defined highly differentiated genomic regions (high FST regions,

HFRs) as those where the absolute Z-score (standard score) of FST

values in a window was ≥3 (representing approximately the top 2%;
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cf. similar to Carneiro et al., 2014) based on the allopatric popula-

tions, while the remaining genomic regions represented genomic

background (low FST regions, LFRs). We also evaluated how alterna-

tive definitions of HFRs, as the top 5% and 10% of FST regions,

respectively, would affect the results.

Gene flow acts to decrease both FST and DXY, but unlike the

absolute measure of divergence DXY, the relative measure of diver-

gence FST has an inherent bias with respect to p and is higher in

genomic regions with lower p (Charlesworth, 1998; Charlesworth,

Nordborg, & Charlesworth, 1997; Cruickshank & Hahn, 2014).

Therefore, we only focused on DXY. We compared DXY in the con-

tact zone populations to DXY in the allopatric populations, and sub-

tracted the former from the latter to obtain the decreased values of

DXY that would indicate the degree of gene flow, with larger

decreases in values of DXY indicating higher rates of gene flow. Here,

we only compared the decreases of DXY of HFRs to LFRs between

the contact zone populations with potential gene flow.

2.5 | Linkage disequilibrium analysis

We estimated linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns for each of the

four populations. BEAGLE 4.1 (Browning & Browning, 2007) was used

for genotype phasing. The phased genotypes were used to calculate

the correlation coefficient (r2) between any two SNPs using

VCFtools 0.1.12b (Danecek et al., 2011) with the “–hap-r2” option.

Average r2 was plotted against physical distance in base pairs with R

3.3.3 (R Development Core Team, 2008). The SNPs generated from

the PRG of A. fuliginosus that had successfully mapped to the Great

Tit’s genome with minor allele frequency ≥0.1 were used for LD

analysis.

2.6 | Demographic inference

@a@i 1.6.3 (Gutenkunst, Hernandez, Williamson, & Bustamante,

2009) was used to infer demographic histories between both the

allopatric and the contact zone populations. We compared three dif-

ferent divergence models for the allopatric populations: no migration

model (NM), isolation with asymmetric migration model (IaM) and

secondary contact with asymmetric migration model (SCaM). For the

contact zone populations, we only compared the latter two models

with asymmetric migration: IaM and SCaM models. The NM and IaM

models indicate divergence between the two populations without or

with asymmetric gene flow, respectively, while the SCaM model indi-

cates the two populations first diverged in allopatry without gene

flow, followed by a period of asymmetric gene flow.

2.7 | D- and fd-statistic

We used a D-statistic approach (“ABBA-BABA test”) to distinguish

gene flow from incomplete lineage sorting and to estimate gene flow

in a four-taxon framework (Durand, Patterson, Reich, & Slatkin,

2011; Green et al., 2010). D-statistic is used to detect gene flow

between an inner-group P1/P2 and a third inner-group P3. We set

the allopatric A. fuliginosus as P1, the contact zone A. fuliginosus as

P2, the contact zone A. bonvaloti as P3 and A. caudatus as the out-

group. We also used the fd-statistic derived from the D-statistic, as

the latter is not reliable when applied in small genomic regions (Mar-

tin et al., 2015). We then compared both D- and fd-statistic values

of HFRs to LFRs between the contact zone populations. Both D-

and fd-statistics were computed using the Python script egglib_slid-

ing_windows.py (https://github.com/johnomics; Martin et al., 2015).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | RAD-seq data output

We obtained high-quality sequences from RAD-sequencing that

averaged Q20 > 95% and Q30 > 89%, with an average mapping rate

>85%, an average breadth of coverage >71% and an average

sequencing depth >4.8 for both species used as PRG (Table S2). A

total of 672,228 and 625,868 contigs made up the PRG for A. bon-

valoti and A. fuliginosus, respectively, of which 54% (363,760 contigs)

and 47% (294,337 contigs), respectively, successfully mapped to the

Great Tit genome. The average contig lengths were 290 and 263 bp

for the PRG of A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus, respectively. Most con-

tig lengths were ≤500 bp (Fig. S1). A total of 372,187 and 381,386

SNPs were obtained after the filtering steps described above using

A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus as the PRG, respectively, of which

275,846 (bonvaloti data set) and 296,051 (fuliginosus data set)

successfully mapped to the Great Tit autosomes.

3.2 | Phylogeny and population structure

In the bonvaloti data set, 82,677 and 73,128 SNPs were retained to

construct ML trees for all and only allopatric samples, respectively.

For the fuliginosus data set, 88,562 and 78,710 SNPs were retained

for the two ML trees. When only samples from the allopatric zones

were included, both species formed monophyletic groups with 100%

bootstrap support (Figures 2a and S2a). However, when samples from

both the allopatric and contact zones were included, A. fuliginosus was

no longer supported as monophyletic, and the monophyly of A. bonval-

oti was not strongly supported (Figures 2b and S2b). Instead, all A. bon-

valoti and two contact zone A. fuliginosus formed a clade with

moderate bootstrap support (76% and 80%) (Figures 2b and S2b).

In total, 66,558 and 69,967 SNPs from the bonvaloti and fuligi-

nosus data sets, respectively, were retained for FRAPPE, PCA and

MDS analyses. According to FRAPPE, eight of 11 A. bonvaloti and

four of five A. fuliginosus from the contact zone have a mixed origin

with K = 2, but the extent of mixing in A. fuliginosus was much

higher than in A. bonvaloti (Figures 2c and S2c). In addition, two

A. bonvaloti individuals from the allopatric zone also showed evi-

dence of mixed origin. With K = 3 and K = 4, some A. bonvaloti from

the allopatric zone showed intermediate status between individuals

from the remainder of the allopatric zone and the contact zone, but

no A. fuliginosus from the allopatric zone displayed this pattern

(Figures 2c and S2c). The PCA and MDS confirmed the results of
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the phylogeny and FRAPPE analysis, in which neither species formed

a clear cluster, and individuals from the contact zone occupied an

intermediate position between the two allopatric populations along

PC1 and C1, respectively, and were generally closer to each other

than to individuals from the allopatric zones along PC2 and C2,

respectively (Figures 2d and S2d).

3.3 | Population genomic parameters

Genomic differentiation between A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus

based on FST was found to be highly heterogeneous for both the

allopatric and contact zone populations, and their main HFRs were

generally coincident (Figure 3). The mean FST and DXY values were
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F IGURE 2 Population genetic structure of Aegithalos bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus using A. fuliginosus as pseudo-reference genome. (a)
Maximum-likelihood tree based on samples from only the allopatric populations. (b) Maximum-likelihood tree based on samples from both the
allopatric and contact zone populations. (c) Population genetic structure of all A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus samples when K = 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. Asterisks indicate individuals from the contact zone. (d) Principal component analysis (top) and multidimensional scaling (bottom)
plot of all A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus samples. Colour codes in a, b and d explained in inset [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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0.05 and 0.00061, respectively, for the allopatric populations, and

0.02 and 0.00042 for the contact zone populations, respectively

(Table S3, here we only show the 100 kb windowed analysis based

on the fuliginosus data set). Both FST and DXY were significantly

decreased for the contact zone populations compared to the allopa-

tric populations (Fig. S3).

Although DXY and Tajima’s D were not significantly lower for

HFRs than for LFRs for the allopatric populations (Figures 4 and

S4), mean DXY and Tajima’s D showed consistently lower mean

values for HFRs than for LFRs across different data sets and anal-

yses using different window sizes (Table S3). For the contact zone

populations, DXY was significantly lower for HFRs than for LFRs,

whereas the opposite was true for Tajima’s D (Figures 4 and S4).

p was significant lower for HFRs than for LFRs in both species

and both the allopatric and contact zone populations (Figures 4

and S4).

When HFRs were defined as the top 5% and top 10% FST geno-

mic regions, respectively, we observed the opposite results for Taji-

ma’s D for the allopatric populations. Although this was not

significant, it still suggested higher mean values for HFRs than for

LFRs across different data sets and different window sizes for both

species (Figure S5, Table S3). Along with the reduction of FST in

HFRs when the range of HFRs expanded from top ~2% (Z [FST] ≥ 3)

to top 10% genomic regions, Tajima’s D showed an increasing trend

for the allopatric populations, but a decreasing trend for the contact

zone populations; p showed an increasing trend for both species and

both the allopatric and contact zone populations; DXY showed an

increasing trend for the contact zone populations, but no obvious

increasing or decreasing trend for the allopatric populations

(Table S3). For the decreases of DXY, there was no significant differ-

ence between HFRs and LFRs across different data sets and differ-

ent window sizes (Fig. S6). The slope plots of DXY in the allopatric

populations against the contact zone populations also suggested that

there was no obvious difference in the slopes between HFRs and

LFRs (Fig. S7).

3.4 | LD and @a@i estimation

Linkage disequilibrium as measured by the correlation coefficient (r2)

decreased below 0.2 within less than 1,000 bp for all the four popu-

lations, and the patterns of LD decay between all four populations

were highly consistent (Fig. S8). And this rapid decay of LD would

exclude the autocorrelation between adjacent windows, as the win-

dow sizes used in this study were much broader than LD decay dis-

tance. We tested several divergence models between both the

allopatric and the contact zone populations implemented in @a@i.

The SCaM model had the best fit for both the allopatric and the

contact zone populations (Fig. S9, Table S4).
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F IGURE 3 Genomic differentiation patterns based on FST and DXY in 100 kb sliding windows along each of the chromosomes between
Aegithalos bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus from both the allopatric and contact zone populations. Each dot denotes a value for a window. From top
to bottom, the panels represent FST for the allopatric populations, FST for the contact zone populations, DXY for the allopatric populations and
DXY for the contact zone populations. Alternating colours indicate the different chromosomes. The chromosome numbers are indicated at the
bottom, and their arrangement is identical for each panel [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3.5 | D- and fd-statistic

We conducted D- and fd-statistic analyses for both HFRs and LFRs.

D values were much greater for HFRs than for LFRs across different

data sets and different window sizes when HFRs were defined as Z

(FST) ≥3 or the top 5% FST regions (Table S5), and fd values were

much higher for HFRs than for LFRs only when HFRs were defined

as Z (FST) ≥3 across different data sets and window sizes (Table S5).

4 | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Nuclear gene flow between A. bonvaloti and
A. fuliginosus in the contact zone

Although substantial unidirectional mitochondrial introgression was

found from A. fuliginosus to A. bonvaloti in a previous study, nuclear

gene flow was found to be limited (Wang et al., 2014). This limited

nuclear gene flow might have been biased by insufficient sampling

from the contact zone or the small number of loci or both. This was

indeed suggested to be the case, as in this study, we found recent or

ongoing nuclear gene flow between the contact zone populations of

these two species. Although both incomplete lineage sorting and gene

flow can contribute to paraphyly between closely related species

(Degnan & Rosenberg, 2009; Funk & Omland, 2003; Petit & Excoffier,

2009), the observed pattern of nonmonophyly exclusively when the

contact zone populations were included can only be explained by

introgression. The observed spatial distribution of the samples in the

PCA and MDS also indicated gene flow across the contact zone. In

addition, the FRAPPE results suggested a mixed origin for most of the

individuals from the contact zone, with a higher level of admixture for

A. fuliginosus than for A. bonvaloti. This indicates bidirectional gene

flow between the two focal species, with stronger gene flow from

A. bonvaloti to A. fuliginosus than in the opposite direction. Our @a@i

analysis also indicated that secondary contact with asymmetric gene

flow was the most likely demographic model between both the allopa-

tric and the contact zone populations of the two species. Of course,

other evolutionary histories of the two species are possible, for exam-

ple that these species arose sympatrically in the contact zone, with the

allopatric populations emerging later through range expansion. How-

ever, given that Wang et al. (2014) found that most contact zone indi-

viduals of A. bonvaloti possessed A. fuliginosus mitochondrial

haplotypes, but none of the allopatric individuals of A. bonvaloti had

A. fuliginosus mitochondrial genes, previous data more strongly sup-

port our proposed model of allopatric speciation followed by sec-

ondary contact. Further, our analyses demonstrate that the contact

zone populations have lower p values than the allopatric population

(Table S3), whereas the opposite result would be predicted under a

model of sympatric speciation followed by range expansion. For the

allopatric populations, the model of secondary contact with asymmet-

ric gene flow indicates that gene flow happened in the past, but does

not imply recent or ongoing gene flow between them.

The pure parental status of A. fuliginosus from the allopatric zone

demonstrates the limited gene flow between the allopatric and

contact zone populations of this species. In contrast, the intermedi-

ate status of A. bonvaloti from the allopatric zone suggests higher

genetic exchange between the contact zone and the allopatric zone

populations. Both FST and DXY values would be reduced by gene

flow (Cruickshank & Hahn, 2014), and we observed a marked

decrease in both these parameters between the contact zone popu-

lations compared to the allopatric populations. In addition, the D-

and fd-statistic values, as well as the DXY decreases for both HFRs

and LFRs, indicated that gene flow has occurred between the two

focal species at both these regions.

Wang et al. (2014) suggested that the observed unidirectional

mitochondrial gene flow from A. fuliginosus to A. bonvaloti might be

explained by the brighter plumage of A. bonvaloti compared to that

of A. fuliginosus or the possible female-biased southward dispersal of

A. fuliginosus, which might make hybridization between male A. bon-

valoti and female A. fuliginosus more likely than between female

A. bonvaloti and male A. fuliginosus. They also suggested that both

species underwent population size growth and expanded their con-

tact zones to the Sichuan basin during the last glacial maximum,

which may have facilitated hybridization. Our results indicated stron-

ger nuclear gene flow from A. bonvaloti to A. fuliginosus than in the

opposite direction in contrast with the reverse pattern for mitochon-

drial DNA. In general, in shifting hybrid zones, gene flow occurs from

the invaded population to the invading one, as a result of the smaller

number of individuals of the invading species than of the invaded in

the contact zone (Currat, Ruedi, Petit, & Excoffier, 2008; Rheindt &

Edwards, 2011). However, in the case of the two long-tailed tits,

nothing is known about the temporal and spatial dynamics of the

contact zone, or whether the population sizes differ between the

two species in the contact zone. If Wang et al.’s (2014) hypothesis

that dispersal into the contact zone has been mainly by female

A. fuliginosus is true, this would be consistent with the observed dif-

ferent directions of gene flow between mitochondrial and nuclear

loci.

4.2 | Little evidence of highly differentiated
genomic regions exhibiting resistance to gene flow

If the HFRs would be shielded from gene flow, the differences in

DXY values between the contact zone and allopatric populations

should be smaller in the HFR regions than in the genomic back-

ground. However, we did not observe this pattern. Although lower

DXY values of specific genomic regions compared to genomic back-

ground have been used as an indicator of gene flow (Cruickshank &

Hahn, 2014; Smith & Kronforst, 2013; Zhang, Dasmahapatra, Mallet,

Moreira, & Kronforst, 2016), this pattern can also be caused by

reduction of ancestral population size in HFRs before lineage split-

ting (Burri et al., 2015; Nachman & Payseur, 2012). We could not

exclude this possibility and suggest that the lower DXY in HFRs than

in LFRs between the contact zone populations might have been

caused by both gene flow and reduced ancestral population size. We

also found that these highly differentiated genomic regions showed

larger D- and fd-statistic values than the remaining genomic regions,
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which has also been noted in Heliconius butterflies (Kronforst et al.,

2013). In conclusion, our analyses found little evidence that the

HFRs were shielded from gene flow. However, it should be noted

that this was based on an analysis of all HFRs, and therefore, some

narrow genomic regions in HFRs related to reproductive isolation

may have been overlooked. Using a sliding-window approach, it is

possible that some narrow genomic regions with high FST may have

been missed in LFRs.

4.3 | Linked selection may not be the main cause
of the observed heterogeneous genomic
differentiation between contact zone populations

As described above, the HFRs showed no resistance to gene flow,

indicating that differential levels of gene flow across the genome are

not the main cause of heterogeneous genomic differentiation. More-

over, all of the peaks in these genomic differentiation islands were

much lower or even absent in contact zone populations, and some

of these differentiation islands even disappeared, indicating that

gene flow could erode or even erase genomic differentiation islands.

For the allopatric populations, we observed lower intraspecific diver-

sity (p) and Tajima’s D in HFRs than in the genomic background. The

reduced Tajima’s D indicates that allele frequency spectra were

skewed towards rare alleles, which is a strong signal of linked selec-

tion (Burri et al., 2015; Delmore et al., 2015; Ellegren et al., 2012).

Burri et al. (2015), Delmore et al. (2015) and Ellegren et al. (2012)

suggested that linked selection is the main cause of genomic differ-

entiation islands and the lower intraspecific diversity within them. In

the present study, we found a similar pattern for the allopatric popu-

lations. However, we observed lower intraspecific diversity, p, but

higher Tajima’s D, in HFRs than genomic background for the contact

zone populations. Recent or ongoing gene flow between the target

populations in previous studies is either absent (Burri et al., 2015;

Ellegren et al., 2012) or undetermined (Delmore et al., 2015), and

therefore, it is possible that linked selection may only account for

heterogeneous genomic differentiation in the absence of or with lim-

ited gene flow. Here, we found that linked selection could not

explain the observed heterogeneous genomic differentiation when

recent or ongoing gene flow is considered.

4.4 | RAD-seq reliability in population genomics

Because of the low cost, independence of a genomic references and

the high throughput, RAD-seq has been widely used in the past dec-

ade in population genomics in evolutionary and ecological studies,

especially for nonmodel organisms (Shafer et al., 2016). Although

RAD-seq has many advantages, it still exhibits inherent bias. This

bias may be introduced by allele dropout and null alleles, PCR dupli-

cates and genotyping errors, and by variance in the depth of cover-

age among loci (Andrews, Good, Miller, Luikart, & Hohenlohe, 2016).

Allelic dropout and null alleles can cause heterozygotes to be mis-

taken as homozygotes (Andrews, Good, Miller, Luikart, & Hohenlohe,

2016), which would cause an overestimation of FST and an

underestimation of genetic diversity (Arnold, Corbett-Detig, Hartl, &

Bomblies, 2013; Gautier et al., 2013). The low depth of coverage as

used in the present study could also introduce the same bias. That

would influence the overall levels of polymorphism, meaning that

the overall FST and p in this study may have been overestimated and

underestimated, respectively. However, this should not cause a bias in

the comparisons between HFRs and LFRs. Although much concern has

been focused on the biases associated with different laboratory proto-

cols, little is known about the downstream analysis (Shafer et al.,

2016). Large differences exist between reference-based and de novo

approaches, and reference-based approaches to a closely related gen-

ome were recommended by Shafer et al. (2016). The pseudo-reference

genome approaches using RAD-seq data, as used in this study (and also

Rheindt et al., 2014), might be suitable alternatives, but this has not

been evaluated to date (Shafer et al., 2016).

5 | CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we systematically investigated the genomic differentia-

tion and gene-flow patterns between A. bonvaloti and A. fuliginosus

using RAD-seq data. We confirm the presence of recent or ongoing

gene flow between these two species in the contact zone. Gene

flow may have occurred in both HFRs and genomic background, but

we find little evidence that HFRs may have been shielded from gene

flow. We propose that linked selection may account for the hetero-

geneous genomic differentiation observed between the allopatric

populations, but that it may not be the cause of the heterogeneous

genomic differentiation observed between the contact zone popula-

tions. Overall, our study provides new insights into the correlation

between selection, differentiation and gene flow between closely

related species in evolutionary biology.
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